Abstract. An Unequal Error Protection (UEP) scheme for image steganography is proposed in this paper. When stego images are transmitted through a noisy channel, the embedded message may be more sensitive to noise than the cover message. Therefore, we propose a Turbo UEP coding scheme for steganographic communication in a noisy channel, which provides higher error protection for the embedded message and lower error protection for the cover message. Simulations show that this coding scheme provides different error protection levels in one coding process and maintains the coding rate constant. In addition, an application scheme of the proposed Turbo UEP code for steganographic communication is presented, and the experimental results show that the extracted secret images have better quality than the cover images after decoding.
Introduction
Steganography is a popular information hiding technology. It transmits secret messages by embedding them imperceptibly in data, images, audio, and video, which are known as cover messages. Legal receivers acquire the secret message by using an extraction algorithm, while the illegal attackers cannot detect the secret message. The focus of steganography is to embed as much information as possible while modifying the cover message as little as possible. Among all these carrier objects, images are the most frequently used. Using the redundancy of the images, digital image steganography can embed extensive secret messages imperceptibly and transmit them together with the cover images (Fridrich and Lisoněk, 2007) .
The key feature of steganography is the imperceptibility of the embedded message. In digital image steganography, although only the most insignificant components in the cover image are altered, many analytical techniques can reveal the existence of the embedded message by statistical methods. In order to resist such steganalysis, the following two measures may be taken: (a) avoid conspicuous parts when embedding meassages in the cover and (b) improve the embedding effciency, i.e., embed more information per modification to the cover image (Zhang et al., 2007) .
The first goal can be achieved by various means, including wet paper codes and adaptive steganography. In the wet paper codes, we imagine that the cover image was exposed to rain and that the sender can modify the dry spots in the cover image slightly but cannot modify the wet spots. The "rain" could be random, pseudo-random, or another format, which is determined exclusively by the sender. The recipient does not have to determine the dry pixels in the stego image in order to read the secret message . One mechanism for determining the dry pixels is adaptive steganography. In this method, the "rain" is not random; rather, it is determined by the characteristics of the cover image and the size of the secret message. For example, the smooth regions in the cover image will be embedded with less secret message, since it is more sensitive for data hiding (Luo et al., 2010) . Both wet paper codes and adaptive steganograhphy provide improved steganographic security and are less vulnerable to steganalytic attacks.
The second method for resisting steganalysis is to modify as few pixels as possible in the cover image, while embedding the same amount of secret message. This can be achieved by some coding mechanisms, such as matrix embedding and dynamical running coding. In matrix embedding steganography, the cover coefficients are perturbed minimally, such that the transmitted bits fall in a coset of the linear code, with the syndrome conveying the hidden bits (Sarkar et al., 2010) . Dynamical running coding steganography works in a running manner. In this way, each secret bit is represented by a series of consecutive cover bits, and each available cover bit also relates to several consecutive secret bits (Zhang and Wang, 2006) . These kinds of stego methods increase the embedding effciency at the cost of decreasing the embedding rate, and enhance the security of the steganography.
When stego images are transmitted in a noisy channel, they will be affected by the channel noise. In order to resist the errors that occur in the transmission channel, error correction codes are necessary. Traditional steganopraphic communication implements the error correction coding process after embedding the secret message, which means the error correction code provides the same error correction capabilities for both the cover image and the secret message. However, for many steganographic methods, the embedded message is less robust to the channel noise than the cover message. Taking the second steganographic class mentioned above, for example, both the matrix embedding and the dynamical running coding take several cover bits and secret bits as a coding group and embed the secret bits by coding them together. Any error that occurs in the codeword may cause the collapse of decoding and destroys all of the secret bits in this coding group. Therefore, steganography sometimes makes the embedded message more sensitive to channel noise. This means higher error correction capabilities are necessary for the embedded massage.
In order to provide different error correction capabilities for the embedded bits and the cover image bits, another, more sophisticated coding scheme was proposed. In this scheme, there are two error correction coding procedures in a steganographic communication system, i.e., (1) the secret message is encoded by an error correction coding scheme first and (2) the entire stego image is encoded by another error correction coding scheme after that. The two error correction schemes may have different coding rates and error correction capabilities, and they are often processed independently (Sarkar et al., 2010) . It is apparent that the two-step coding mechanism provides higher error protection for the secret message but has higher computational complexity.
In this paper, we propose a novel error correction coding scheme for steganographic communication that is more efficient. In this scheme, we combine the two error correction coding processes into one, but we still provide different error correction capabilities for the embedded bits and the cover bits, according to their sensitivities to noise. This can be realized by the Unequal Error Protection (UEP) codes, which are a kind of error correction coding scheme. The UEP codes have two notable advantages, i.e., (1) they provide different error correction capabilities for information bits in one coding process and (2) they maintain a constant coding rate. Since UEP codes provide different error correction capabilities but do not increase the computational complexity and bandwidth, they are suitable for the unequal error protection communication.
The UEP codes were first proposed by Masnick and Wolf (1967) . In this scheme, each digit of the codeword is assigned an error protection level f i . Then, if f errors occur in the reception of a codeword, all digits that have protection f i greater than or equal to f will be decoded correctly, even though the entire codeword may not be decoded correctly. Masnick's UEP code is a kind of linear block code, and, after it was proposed, extensive research has been done in this field. Gils proposed a cyclic UEP code and proved its UEP capability (Gils, 1983) . In this scheme, the generator matrix of the cyclic code was improved to make the code space provide better error correction capability for the important information bits. After that, Lin found all the cyclic UEP codes whose lengths were less than 65 by computer searching (Lin et al., 1990) . But neither of them proposed an effective decoding algorithm for the cyclic UEP codes.
Most of the existing UEP codes are linear. In recent years, Turbo codes have gained a lot of attention and have been used in many applications because of their perfect error correction performance (Berrou and Glavieux, 1996; Benedetto and Montorsi, 1996; Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2009) . Berrou et al. (1993) were the first to propose Turbo codes that have excellent error-correcting performance. If the block length is large enough, the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of the Turbo code will be very near to the Shannon limitation. For example, when the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel is 0.7 dB and the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation is used, the 1/2 coding rate Turbo code obtains a 10-5 BER. In many cases, a Turbo encoder generates two parity bits for every input bit, therefore, the coding rate without puncturing is 1/3. In order to obtain a higher coding rate, a puncturing mechanism is often used (Haccoun and Bégin, 1989; Hagenauer, 1988) . By periodically eliminating some bits from the output of the Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders of the Turbo encoder, a higher coding rate can be achieved. The performance of the punctured Turbo codes has been widely researched (Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2009; Chatzigeorgiou et al., 2006; Kousa and Mugaibel , 2002) . Most puncturing mechanisms delete the parity bits periodically and uniformly in a coding block. Barbulescu proposed a Turbo UEP code with two error protection levels based on a rate-compatible puncture mechanism (Barbulescu and Pietrobon, 1995) . In this scheme, the parity bits are deleted non-uniformly in a coding block, and the information bits that have more parity bits are provided higher error correction capability. This scheme causes various block lengths after encoding. In order to overcome this issue, a special modulation or interleaving scheme must be used. After that, a lot of work has been done to study and improve the UEP capabilities of the Turbo codes (Aydinlik and Salehi, 2009; Henkel and Deetzen, 2006; Zhou and Xu, 2005) .
This paper improves Barbulescu's scheme and proposes a new Turbo UEP code that keeps the coding rate constant. After that, the proposed Turbo UEP code was applied in image steganograghy and provided improved error protection for the embedded message. Section 2, which follows, gives some notations and a brief introduction of the decoding algorithm, and Section 3 describes the proposed Turbo UEP code. Section 4 presents the application scheme of the Turbo UEP code in steganographic image communication, and Section 5 presents our conclusions.
Preliminaries

Notations
In this section, we give some notations for Turbo encoding and decoding, which are shown in Table 1 .
Log-Maximum a Posteriori (log-MAP) Algorithm
In our Turbo UEP scheme, the log-maximum a posteriori (log-MAP) algorithm is applied to the RSC code on a AWGN channel of which energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio is E s /N 0 . The log-MAP algorithm judges the decoding output by the LogLikelihood Ratio (LLR) (Bahl et al., 1974) . Assuming that the channel is binary and the Table 1 Some notations for Turbo codes.
Symbol
Definition
Length of low-protection block d
The original information bit r
The received information bit d
The output bit of the decoder after judgment K The constraint length of the RSC encoder Y The parity bit R Coding rate N Number of pixels in a Turbo block block length of Turbo code is L, the LLR value of the information bit,
where
is the conditional probability of d k = i under the condition of the received digit r k . The parameter P (d k = i|r k ) is defined as the a posteriori probability (APP) value of r k . By incorporating the RSC code trellis into the computation of P (d k = i|r k ), the APP value can be denoted as the following form:
where s and s ′ are the states of the RSC code trellis and i k denotes the set of all the two consequent states, s k and s k+1 , of which input bit, d k , is i. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:
Using the log-MAP algorithm proposed by Bahl et al. (1974) , the probability of p(s k = s ′ , s k+1 = s, r k ) can be presented as the following form:
where α * k (s ′ ), γ * k (s ′ , s), and β * k+1 (s) are the forward metric, backward metric, and branch metric of the RSC decoder, and
In the above functions, parameter L c = 4E s /N 0 is the channel reliability factor, L a (d k ) is the a priori LLR value of d k , which is equal to the extrinsic LLR value, L e (d k ), of the other decoder except the first iteration (for the first iteration, L a (d k ) = 0 for the equiprobable bits), and function max * (x, y) is
According to the trellis diagram of the RSC code and (3)- (8), function (1) can be deduced to the following form:
where 
The extrinsic LLR value, L e (d k ), will be transmitted to the other decoder as the a priori LLR value. From above functions we see that iterative computations are implemented between the two decoders, i.e., the extrinsic LLR value output from one decoder is transmitted to the other decoder as the a priori LLR value. Each iteration makes the LLR value, L(d k ), closer to the original information bit. After several times of iteration, the Turbo decoder judges the resultd k according to L(d k ), i.e.,
Proposed Turbo Unequal Error Protection Codes
In this section, we propose an advanced, rate-compatible, Turbo UEP code. In our scheme, two error protection levels are provided, and the coding rate of the entire block is 1/2.
Proposed Turbo UEP Encoder
The structure of our Turbo UEP encoder is shown in Fig. 1 . The encoder consists of one interleaver and two RSC encoders. In order to obtain the UEP capabilities, an advanced, rate-compatible, puncturing mechanism is used in the outputs of the two RSC encoders.
Assuming that the constraint length of the RSC encoder is K, the memory is M = K − 1, to achieve high error correction performances of Turbo code, the RSC encoders should satisfy the following requirements: (1) A short constraint length usually provides better error correction performance in medium BER levels, therefore, in most cases, K 4; (2) the two RSC encoders are usually the same, while, two different RSC encoders are also used in some Turbo encoders and they can also provide good performances; and (3) the performances of RSC encoders are much better than that of the Feedforward Convolutional encoders in a Turbo encoder.
Therefore, in the proposed Turbo UEP coding scheme, the two RSC encoders are the same, the coding rate of the RSC encoders is 1/2, and the generator matrix is Fig. 2 . The puncturing mechanism of the Turbo EEP codes.
Then, for the kth information bit d k , there are two outputs of the RSC encoder, as shown in the following:
In the above functions, X k is defined as systematic output and Y k is the parity bit of d k . For the Turbo encoder, there are three outputs of the kth input bit d k , as shown in Fig. 1 . The first output, X k , is equal to d k . The second output, Y 1k , is the parity bit of d k computed by RSC encoder1 using (12) and (13), i.e., Y 1k = Y k | d k . For the third output, the original bit sequence is randomly permuted by an interleaver first, after that, the permuted information bits are input into the RSC encoder2, which has the same structure as RSC encoder1. Assuming that the kth information bit for the third output is d ′ k , the output is
, which is obtained by (12) and (13) with the input of d ′ k . The Turbo encoder outputs three bits for every input bit. Therefore, the coding rate without puncturing is 1/3. In order to increase the coding rate, a puncturing mechanism is often used. In the puncturing mechanism of the Turbo EEP code, the deleted bits are usually located periodically, as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, Y 1i (i = 1, 2 , . . .) denotes the ith output bit of RSC encoder1 in Fig. 1, and Y 2i (i = 1, 2 , . . .) denotes the ith output bit of RSC encoder2. The puncturing algorithm deletes the bits on the even locations in Y 1i and the bits on the odd locations in Y 2i . By this means, the parity bits are reduced by half, and the coding rate of the Turbo code is increased from 1/3 to 1/2.
After puncturing, the transmission sequence is
where X i (i = 1, 2, . . .) is the ith bit of the first output of the encoder, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Y 2(LTurbo) Fig. 3 . The puncturing mechanism of the Turbo EEP codes.
It is clear that only parity bits can be punctured, since deletion of the systematic bits leads to inferior performance for decoding. If one parity bit is reserved for every t information bits, the coding rate R is
Different puncturing mechanisms result in different error protection levels. The more the parity bits are reserved, the higher the error protection level that is provided for the systematic bit. Therefore, we improve the puncturing mechanism to obtain the UEP capability. In our Turbo UEP scheme, we partition all the L information bits in a coding block into two parts with different error protection levels, the lengths of which are L 1 and L 2 , respectively. It is obvious that L 1 + L 2 = L. We denote this code as an (L, L 1 ) Turbo UEP code. The first L 1 information bits are provided a higher error protection level, and the remaining L2 information bits are provided a lower error protection level. In order to obtain this Unequal Error Protection capability, we used the following advanced, rate-compatible, puncturing mechanism.
• For the first L 1 information bits, both Y 1i and Y 2i are reserved when puncturing. So the coding rate for these L 1 information bits is 1/3. • For most of the remaining L 2 information bits, Y 1i and Y 2i are punctured periodically, i.e., we delete Y 1i if i is even and delete Y 2i if i is odd. But in order to obtain a 1/2 coding rate for the entire block, we choose L 1 information bits among these L 2 information bits randomly and delete both Y 1i and Y 2i of them.
This puncturing scheme is shown in Fig. 3 . In this example, the (L 1 + 7)th information bit in the low error protection region is selected randomly, and both of its parity bits are deleted.
Proposed Turbo UEP Decoder
At the receiver side, the decoder uses the same puncturing algorithm to classify X i , Y 1i , and Y 2i in the received sequence, sends them to a Turbo decoder, and starts an iterative decoding process. The structure of the Turbo UEP decoder is shown in Fig. 4 .
The log-MAP algorithm is used in the decoding process. Therefore, the LLR value, L(d k ), shown as (9), is computed in each constituent decoder. This soft output is divided into three parts, i.e., (1) a weighted version of the systematic input L c r k , which is a part of the input of the decoder; (2) a copy of the input a priori information L a (d k ), which is equal to zero for the first iteration under the condition that the input is equiprobable and is
Decrypting Result Fig. 4 . Structure of the Turbo UEP decoder.
the extrinsic LLR value L e (d k ) of the other decoder for the subsequent iterations; and (3) the extrinsic LLR value L e (d k ), which is derived from the current stage of decoding and will be transmitted to the other decoder as its a priori LLR value. After several iterations, the Turbo decoder judges the result according to (10).
BER Performance of the Proposed Turbo UEP Code
In the following, we prove the error correction capabilities of the proposed Turbo UEP code by simulating BER versus SNR. The SNR is defined as:
Assuming that there are Q information bits input into the Turbo encoder and that q of them occur errors after transmission and decoding, the BER is calculated by the following equation:
As we know, the bit error probability, P b , of the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) without error correction coding is:
Therefore, the higher the SNR is, the lower the bit error probability is. The bit error probability shown as (18) is provided by a BSC, which can be constructed by an AWGN channel with binary modulation. Employing some error correcting codes, the BER of the decoded information bits can be decreased. In the following, the BER of our proposed Turbo UEP scheme is measured by simulation. In the following simulation, the input data are numbers varying from 0 to 255, the transmission channel is the AWGN channel with binary modulation (BPSK) in optical communication, and the parameters of the Turbo code are listed in Table 2 . Figure 5 shows the BER performances of the Turbo EEP code and the proposed Turbo UEP code. Note that for any given SNR, the terminating condition of the simulation program is that 10 000 error bits occur after decoding. Therefore, the confidence level (CL) of BER measurements is CL = 1 − e −Q * BER = 1 − e −q = 1 − e −10 000 ≈ 100%. In this simulation, the length of the high error protection level of the Turbo UEP code is 16 bits. From this figure, we find that the BER performance of the high error protection bits in our Turbo UEP code is better than that of the Turbo EEP code. This is because of the high coding rate of these bits. For the low error protection bits, although there are L 1 information bits without parity bits, they are less and located randomly. So the BER performance of the low error protection bits in our Turbo UEP code is almost as good as that of the Turbo EEP code, as shown in Fig. 5 . Table 3 shows the BER performances of the Turbo EEP code and three Turbo UEP codes with different length of high error protection level when the SNR is 2.0 dB. The length of coding block of all the schemes is 514 bits.
From this table, we find that the BER performances of the high error protection bits are always better than those of the Turbo EEP code in the three UEP schemes. And the greater the amount of high error protection information bits, the worse the average BER performance of the entire block became. This is because excessive high error protection bits cause many low error protection bits to lose their parity bits, which reduces the Turbo decoding performance. 
Applications of the Turbo UEP Codes in Image Steganography
For a digital image in the spatial domain, the change of the lowest bit of the pixel's gray value has the least influence on the image. Therefore, the secret message is usually embedded in these bits. Data embedding usually makes the secret-carry-bits more sensitive to noise. In order to provide a high error correction to the embedded information, an Unequal Error Protection steganographic communication system is proposed, which is shown in Fig. 6 . In order to provide higher error protection capability to the embedded information in our UEP steganographic communication system, the stego image is processed as follows:
• Take N pixels from the stego-image to compose a coding block; then, the block length of the Turbo UEP code is
where l is the length of the tail bits of the Turbo encoder.
• Take all the secret bits in a coding block and put them in the first L1 locations; then, the remaining bits are in the last (8N − L 1 ) locations.
• Encode this coding block by a (L, L 1 ) Turbo UEP encoder. At the receiver side, a reverse process is implemented. Since the secret message is provided high error protection, the BER performance will be improved. Table 4 shows the BERs of the cover image and the secret message with different embedding rates when the SNR of the AWGN channel is 2.0 dB and the BPSK modulation is employed. In these experiments, the cover images are bmp images and the secret message is binary data that are generated randomly. From these experimental results, we see that the BERs of the secret message are better than that of the cover images. And with the increasing of the embedding rate, this superiority decreases. This is because that too much high error protection bits reduce the decoding performance of the Turbo UEP code, as shown in Section 3.3.
Figures 7-9 show some experimental results in which both the cover message and the embedded message are images. The sizes of the cover images and the embedded images are 512 × 512 and 64 × 64, respectively. The SNR of the AWGN channel is 1.5 dB. In Figs. 7-9, the first row shows the experimental results using the proposed Turbo UEP scheme, and the second row shows the results using the Turbo EEP scheme. And (a) is the stego image of the sender, (b) is the restored stego image of the recipient after decoding, (c) is the original secret image, and (d) is the extracted secret image. Table 5 shows their Peak Signal to Noise Ratios (PSNRs), which is computed by the following function: PSNR = 10 log 10 255 2
where S h × S v is the size of the cover image, and p o (i, j ) and p s (i, j ) are pixels (i, j ) in the original cover image and the stego image, respectively. From the experiments, we found that, in our Turbo UEP scheme, the extracted secret images had better image quality than the stego images due to their high error protection level. While in the Turbo EEP scheme, both the secret images and the stego images have the same image quality. 
Conclusion
A novel Turbo UEP coding scheme with two error protection levels is proposed in this paper. In our UEP scheme, both of the two parity bits are reserved for the high error protection bits. Most of the low protection bits hold one parity bit, but in order to obtain a 1/2 coding rate, some low error protection bits were selected randomly and do not have a parity bit. Simulations showed that our UEP scheme, compared with the Turbo EEP code, provided better BER performance for the high error protection bits and equivalent BER performance for the low error protection bits. After that, we applied our Turbo UEP code to steganographic image communication and provided better error protection to the embedded message, since it was more sensitive to noise and usually more important. Simulations showed that our scheme improved the BER performance of the secret message when transmitted in a noisy channel and the coding rate was constant. 
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